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Abstract 

The taxonomy of situations leading firms to strategically over- or 
underinvest in sunk variables such as research and development or 
advertising, is reexamined to take into account externalities which 
typically accompany these investment patterns. The influence of 
positive or negative spillovers on rival firms, on the optimal level of 
strategic investment is analyzed, where through the use of quadratic 
objective functions explicit solutions are computed, as well as 
implications for profits and welfare. The strategic taxonomy is further 
used to pinpoint situations under which cooperative ventures mitigate 
the under- or overinvestment outcome. 

1. Introduction. 

Business firms often improve on their competitive advantage through 

strategic investments in, for example, research and development, 

capacity, product quality and diversity, vertical integration, and 

advertising and distribution. The strategic nature of these investments 

stems from the combination of several elements. First of all they 

typically constitute competitive moves by which firms force actual or 

potential rivals to certain responses that are more advantageous to the 

firm than other rival strategies would be. In addition they may involve 

resource commitments that to a large degree are sunk and are therefore 

costly to reverse. 
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The recent fashion in industrial organisation theory is to analyze 

these business strategies with the aid of two period game theoretic 

scenarios. In a first period firms make their investment decisions and 

in the subsequent second period the usual quantity or price competition 

evolves, contingent on the earlier investment strategies chosen. 

Although these settings are in principle rather simple, the computation 

and comparison of equilibria and of resulting private or welfare 

surplusses very quickly becomes cumbersome. Nevertheless they do allow 

to better understand a wide variety of business strategies (see, for 

example, Shapiro (1989)). 

Some investment commitments are further complicated by their 

spillovers to rivals. There may be positive effects as with research 

and development spillovers, or there may be negative effects as when the 

advertising of one firm reduces the demand of the rival firms. In both 

cases one may expect firms to seek ways to internalize these side 

effects. In these circumstances it is therefore of particular interest 

to compare the competitive and cooperative commitment equilibria. 

The spillovers, however, augment the complexity of the strategic 

interactions and detailed strategic taxonomies under various behavioral 

scenarios. Likewise, their implications for economic performance become 

difficult to compare in general. In special settings including 

quadratic objective functions explicit solutions can be computed and 

consequent implications for profit and welfare can more easily be 

obtained. d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) nicely illustrate this for a 

setting with research and development investments affecting the second 

stage quantity competition with homogeneous products and positive 

spillovers. 

The intention here is to explore somewhat more fully strategic 

investments with quadratic payoff functions. To develop intuition for 
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the strategic taxonomies and welfare implications both positive and 

negative spillovers will be looked at for firms that subsequently 

compete in quantities with imperfect sustitutes or complements. The 

symmetric strategies can be computed with various informational and 

behavioral scenarios. Their comparison can be related to an intuitive 

strategic taxonomy, while profit and welfare implications to a large 

extent can be given as well. 

The contribution here lies not so much in the novelty of the 

findings, since a number of them appear scattered in the literature. The 

ambition is rather to integrate various reported strategic tendencies in 

an intuitive and familiar duopoly setting with a linear demand 

structure, that is widely used to characterize the one period equilibria 

with homogeneous or differentiated products. The strategic investment 

aspect is added in a most simple way so that an explicit and 

computationally efficient analysis results. 

In the following section the two-stage scenario is made explicit 

after which the equilibria are computed. The resulting strategic 

taxonomy and the comparison of the strategies are detailed next, after 

which a discussion of welfare implications and conclusions are 

presented. 

2. Quadratic payoff functions. 

A simple model can be set up to highlight the role of spillovers in the 

strategic investment game, and to analyze its implications for the 

taxonomy of optimal business strategies. Two symmetric firms are 

envisaged that play simultaneously the strategic investment game, while 

producing differentiated or homogeneous products. 

with constant unit costs c~ and face a linear dem~nd 

Both firms produce 
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P.i. ( 1) • 

with p.1. prices and q.1. and qj quantities, i,j=1,2 , ifj.' 1 > The rival 

products are substitutes (independent) or complements, depending on 

whether d is positive (zero) or negative. A well defined demand 

structure requires that b>O and that b>d, while the case of perfect 

substitutes corresponds to b=d. 

The investment strategies essentially allow to lower the firm's 

production costs or to increase the firm's demand but at the same time 

they entail a positive or negative spillover on rival cost or demand. 

Formally speaking the resource commitments allow to increase the 

difference between the "size" of the demand and the unit cost with a 

spillover p from the other firms' investments, or : 

and -l<P<l ( 2) 

Without any strategic investments the duopolists would operate with a 

difference of demand and cost intercepts equal to the parameter A, with 

O<A<a. Investments x.1. are made with diminishing returns that are 

reflected in the quadratic form of the cost of investments (f/2)xJ. 2 , 

i=1,2. 

The values of the firms payoff functions can therefore be written 

as 

(1) The choice of the demand structure, which implies that each 
marginal revenue is always decreasing in the other firm's output, 
a non-trivial assumption, as documented for the strategic 
deterrence games in Bulow et al. (1985a). 

( 3) • 

firm's 
may be 

entry 
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with ~~=<p~-c~)q~ and given the specifications (1) and (2). Discounting 

is ignored for reasons of exposition. 

The presented scenario is rather simple, but yet sufficiently rich 

to encompasses several real world cases of strategic investments that 

are made in the quest for a competitive advantage (Caves (1984)). A 

straightforward interpretation is that the investments concern so-called 

process oriented research and development expenditures that lower own 

production costs but at the same time may enhance the efficiency of the 

other firm's production because of the positive spillovers of the 

developed knowledge. In this case the value of the parameter ~ reflects 

the extent to which knowledge leaks to rivals as well as the 

productivity of the "acquired" knowledge in lowering rivals production 

costs (see d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988), Levin and Reiss (1989) and 

the references cited therein). 

But clearly this is not the only scenario of interest. Strategic 

marketing decisions may involve positive spillovers if they focus on 

expanding the market for say innovative products. Somewhat later in the 

product cycle these effects will tend to be smaller compared to the 

competitive market share effects of marketing and this corresponds to 

the case of a negative value of the spillover parameter. Contractual 

arrangements and the by now widely known cost increasing strategies 

(Salop and Scheffman (1983)) can easily be fitted in this scenario, 

provided that they result in a relatively larger increase in demand such 

that a-c~ increases, as can be expected for example with quality 

provisions or improvements that are valued by the consumers.< 2 > 

(2) Salop and Scheffman (1983) considered a dominant firm industry 
setting. It is quite easy to incorporate the case of purely cost 
increasing strategies in the presented symmetric duopoly by rewriting 
equation (2) as a-c~=A+Ex~+~xj. A negative value of E then captures a 
pure cost increasing commitment or investment that decreases demand. The 
equilibria for this extension will be reported in footnotes at the 
appropriate place later in the text. 
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The computation of equilibria will next be looked at for both 

competitive (noncooperative) and cooperative behavior. In this setting 

firms compete on investment and on quantity. ' 3 > 

3. Noncooperative equilibria. 

In the presented scenario two information settings can be looked at, 

namely open loop and feedback. First the equilibria will be computed in 

both settings after which they will be compared within a strategic 

taxonomy. 

3.1. Equilibrium values. 

In the open-loop noncooperative Nash equilibrium both firms decide 

independently from each other on both the investment and production 

levels with complete information on the payoff functions of each other. 

It is as if the strategies on investment and production are decided on 

in one shot instead of sequentially. This simulates real world 

situations where firms cannot or prefer not to postpone their decisions 

on quantity until they observe the rival investment decisions. This 

information structure does not give rise to problems of time consistency 

since firms move simultaneously and the open loop Nash equilibrium is 

time consistent. Some perhaps slight errors in the investment decisions 

would result in the incentive to alter production plans (absence of 

subgame perfectness). This problem does not occur in the feedback 

equilibrium when firms decide on quantities contingent on the own and 

(3) Noting that while substitutable (complementary) goods in quantity 
space imply downward (upward) sloping reaction curves, the reverse holds 
for price competition where downward (upward) sloping reaction curves 
correspond to complementary (substitutable) goods, the results in the 
paper reported only for quantity competition can be translated for the 
price game as well, taking into account this dual relationship. 
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observed rival investment decisions, which themselves are chosen in 

perfect anticipation of this respons. The decision rules derived are 

optimal not only at equilibrium but also out of the equilibrium path, so 

that time consistency follows as well. 

The computation of the open-loop Nash equilibrium is 

straightforward. The equilibrium values x~ 0 and q~o solve the system of 

equations 

0 0 i=1,2 ( 4) 

In a symmetric equilibrium the values are the same for each firm such 

that subscripts can be deleted. Strategies and their consequences can 

be computed, see Table 1. <4 ), 

The subgame perfect (feedback) Nash equilibrium values are 

computed through backward induction. In the second period quantity 

competition prevails given the earlier chosen investment strategies. The 

Nash equilibrium solves oV~/oq~ 0, yielding 

a-A 2b-~d 2b~-d 

+ x~ ------- + Xj ------- i,j=1,2 i:fj ( 5) 

2b+d 

This equation, by the way, can be used to verify that the open-loop Nash 

equilibrium is time consistent <5 ). In the first stage the competitive 

investment stategies are chosen with perfect forsight of the output 

decision rules given above. The Nash strategies solve the following 

system of equations : 

+ - rx~ = 0 i,j=1,2 i:fj ( 6) 

OX.:~. 

(4) A pure cost increasing investment will not prevail as open loop 
equilibrium, since it would yield negative output. 
(5) Simply substitute the value of X0 from Table (1) in the feedback 
decision rule (5). The resulting output will coincide with the planned 
production levels q 0 given in Table (1). 
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In the symmetric equilibrium the equal values of investment and 

output solve both (5) and (6) and yield the magnitudes, reported in 

Table I < 6 > 

Table I Equilibrium values under various behavioral scenarios 

!l"' x"' q"' 'IT* V"' W"' 

Open-loop 
Nash r 
• = 0 

Subgame 
perfect f[ (2b-d) (2b+d) ]/ bq"'2 
(feedback) [2b(2b-13d)] (a-A) I x"'2 

Nash [!l"'(2b+d) [bfi*2 
* = a - ( 1+13) ) - f/2] 

x"'2 
Pre- [(3b+d)fi*2 
competitive r [ < 2b+d > J 1 !l*x"' -f] 
cooperation [2b(l+l3)) ... = c 

Full (a-A) I x"'2. 
cooperation r 1 < 1+13 > [2!l*(b+d) (b+d)q"'2 [ (b+d)fi*2 

... = cc - ( 1+13) ] - f/2] 

Welfare (a-A) I x"' 2. x"'2. 
first best r I< 1+13 > [!l*(b+d) 0 [-f/2] [ ( b+d )!l"' 2 

.. = "Col' - (1+13)) -f] 

Welfare 2(a-A)I q* 2. 0 x* 2. 
second best r I< 1+13 ) [2!l*(b+d) ( 1+13) 2/ (b+d)fi*212 

* = 'W'S - ( 1+13) ) 2f 

Both firm have an incentive to improve their competitive position 

through their investment strategies in this (feedback) scenario where 

they anticipate that output (or) price decisions will be made contingent 

on, not only the own chosen level of investment, but also on the 

observed rival commitment. In other words, both firms have an incentive 

to make a competitive move, that is to force rivals to make an output 

(6) Note that the cost parameter of the investments, r, needs to be 
large enough in order to have a stable and unique equilibrium. The 
second order condition for optimal strategic investment levels implies 
that f is larger than 2b(2b-13d)2/(4b2-d2). The Routh-Hurwicz condition 
for reaction function stability of the investment game implies r to be 
larger than [2b(2b-13d)2+l2b13-dl ]/(4b2-d2). Both conditions imply 
uniqueness. 
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(or price) decision that is more advantageous to each of them then 

another rival decision would be. It is well known that this effect is 

captured formally by the "strategic term" 

(2b[3-d) 
- q~.d. --------- i,j=l,2 i=j=j ( 7) 

(2b-d)(2b+d) 

which may have a positive or negative sign or may also be zero. 

A positive sign means that an increase in investment is a 

beneficial competitive move, a negative sign implies the opposite. The 

strategic terms is zero if the duopolist were to market independent 

goods, since then there is by definition no room for strategic 

interactions (d=O). It is also zero for a razors edge case of 

spillovers. 

The term is positive for zero spillovers, regardless of whether 

substitutes or complements are produced ([3=0). When the duopolists 

market substitutes the decrease in rival output increases the profits of 

the firm. In the absence of spillovers a larger investment is a move 

that forces the firm itself to produce more and hence rivals to market 

less of the substitute product (Brander and Spencer (1984)), (Reaction 

curves are downward sloping for substitutes, that are therefore also 

strategic substitutes (Bulow, Geneakoplos and Klemperer (1985b)). A firm 

that markets complementary products realizes that an increase in the 

other firm's output will be beneficial to profitability. In the absence 

of spillovers it therefore moves towards a larger resource commitment to 

force itself, and the other firm in response, to produce more. (Reaction 

curves are upward sloping for complements that are also strategic 

complements in the present framework). 

As pointed out earlier, spillovers do complicate the picture. They 

can essentiallly serve to reinforce or undermine the intended effects of 



the competitive move. One way of thinking about this is that a 

competitive move by a firm changes that firm's reaction curve and that 

the spillover term changes the rivals reaction curve, ceteris paribus, 

that is, given that the rival itself has not made a competitive move as 

well. With competition in substitutes it is clear that negative 

spillovers, as would for example occur with competitive advertising, 

will tend to reinforce the incentives towards larger investment 

commitments. The advertising not only stimulates the output for the own 

brand, but also, abstracting from rival reaction, reduces the rival 

demand and output. Everything else equal, the strategic term (7) will 

indeed be positive in this case (with ~<0 and d>O), reinforcing the 

incentives towards a larger advertising investment. 

With advertising for a new product, on the contrary, positive 

spillovers might tend to dominate, and a commitment to a larger output 

has the side effect of stimulating the rival's output as well, since it 

can benefit from this side effect even without making a (counter) 

competitive move itself. The increase in investment may thus, for large 

spillovers, result in an increase in the substitute output, which would 

decrease profitability. In these circumstances the strategic term 

becomes negative and the competitive move will focus on smaller resource 

commitments than would be made otherwise. 

Positive spillovers reinforce the tendencies towards 

overcommitment with complementary goods and in this case they only 

produce a countereffect if they are negative. ( 7) 

(7) With firms strategically choosing investment levels, 
increasing commitments could become viable, as long as 
accompanied by sufficiently large negative externalities 
profitability. The symmetric strategies are : 

(a-A) f(2b-d)(2b+d) 

x• = --------------- ' n· = 
!le(2b+d) - (E+~) 2b(E2b-~d) 

pure cost 
they are 

on rival's 

With E<O, as long as ~ is also negative and furthermore in absolute 
value larger than IEI2b/d, n• will be positive, yielding positive 
equilibrium output and investment levels. 
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In the open-loop information scenario the opportunity for 

strategic moves are not present, since firms cannot or prefer not to 

wait with their output (or price) decisions until they observe the other 

firm's investment decisions. The open-loop necessary conditions 

therefore do not contain the strategic terms and this is the only 

difference between both scenarios as can be seen by comparing the 

equations (4) and (6). 

In the computed Nash equilibria, both firms respond independently 

of each other to the described incentives for strategic investments. As 

could be expected from the earlier discussion the sign of the strategic 

terms completely drive the differences between both information 

scenarios : the subgame perfect investment levels are larger or smaller 

than the open-loop levels depending on whether the strategic term (7) is 

positive or negative. A simple formal verification immediately follows 

from the computed equilibria given in Table 1 : 

sign [X 8 - X0 ] = - sign [fiB - il0 ] 

-- sign [d(2b~-d)] sign strategic term (7). 

( 8) 

Some novel elements can now be added to the discussion by relating the 

findings to a strategic taxonomy. 

3.2. Strategic taxonomy. 

A taxonomy of optimal investment strategies can be developed depending 

on whether goods are (strategic) complements or substitutes and on 

whether investment increases or decreases rival profits, i.e. whether 

investment makes the firm "tough" or "soft" (Fudenberg and Tirole 

(1984), Tirole (1988). More in line with general economic principles 

"tough" simply means that the competitive move creates a negative 
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externality to the other firm, since it reduces the profits of that 

firm. "Soft" can then be associated with a positive externality. This 

distinction is particularly helpful when a comparison is made with 

cooperative equilibria that attempt to internalize the externality. 

In the present scenario the impact of a (small) increase in 

investment on the firm's own revenue is always positive, regardless of 

the incentives for a strategic move <a>. The impact of the strategic 

investment on the other firm's profitability, however, is crucially 

dependent on the spillovers, since : 

d'll'j O'll'j O'll'j Bq.i. 2b-f3d 
+ (3qj - dqj -----------

dx.i. OX.i. Bq.i. OX.i. (2b-d)(2b+d) 

2bf3-d 
= qj. 2b. -------------- ( 9) 

(2b-d)(2b+d) 

The effect on the other firm's profits has a direct component (O'll'j/Bx.i.) 

and an indirect element reflected by the second term (O'll'j/Bq.i. 

With zero spillovers the firm has an incentive to increase 

investment and output and this has a negative impact on the rival that 

markets substitutes and a positive impact on a competitor that produces 

complements. In this case there is no direct effect on the rival's 

profits. 

As indicated earlier the spillovers may reinforce or temper the 

incentives for overinvestment. A reinforcement occurs with negative 

spillovers and competition in substitutes as well as with positive 

spillovers among producers of complements. In these cases it can easily 

(8) The total marginal revenue of the investments is always positive 
since 

O'll'.i. Bqj 0'11':1. 2b[3-d 2b(2b-df3) 
+ -dq:l. ------ + q:l. q:l. ---------

oqj Bx.i. OX;~. 4b2 -d2 4b2 -d 2 

which is always positive since (2b-df3)>0. 
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be understood that the direct and indirect effect on rivals profits have 

the same sign. Their combined effect assures that in these 

circumstances the competitive move creates a negative externality with 

substitutes and a positive externality with complements. When the 

spillovers temper the incentives for overinvestment positive 

spillovers with substitutes and negative spillovers with complements -

the direct and indirect effects on rival profits have opposite signs, 

and the sign of the externality depends on the importance of the 

spillovers. 

The incentives for strategic over- or underinvest, compared to the 

open-loop strategies, are thus related the character of the marketed 

goods and the sign of the externality inflicted upon rivals. This allows 

to establish the following taxonomy of strategic investment strategies 

presented in Table II. 
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Table II Strategic taxonomy with quantity competition. 

INVESTMENT MAKES FIRMS : 

TOUGH SOFT 

d'lTj d'lTj 
--- < 0 --- > 0 
dx.:~.. dx.1. 

POSITIVE (OR ZERO) SPILLOVERS 

0 :S. f3 < d/2b d/2b < f3 < 1 
d>O ----------------- ------------------Goods are x• > xo x• < xo 
(strategic) qs > qo q" < qo 
substitutes OVERINVESTMENT UNDER INVESTMENT 

f3 ~ 0 
d<O ------------------Goods are xa > xo 
(strategic) qs > qo 
complements OVERINVESTMENT 

NEGATIVE SPILLOVERS 

f3 < 0 
d>O -----------------Goods are x• > xo 
(strategic) q" > qo 
substitutes OVERINVESTMENT 

Jdl/2b < I f31 < 1 0 < I f31 < I dl/2b 
d<O ----------------- ------------------Goods are XB < xo X" > xo 
(strategic) q" < qo qs > qo 
complements UNDERINVESTMENT OVERINVESTMENT 

The second and third row have only one entry, they correspond to 

the cases when spillovers reinforce the incentives for a strategic move. 

In the first and last row of the table everyting depends on the 

magnitude of the spillovers that temper the incentives for the 

overinvest. The table clearly shows that it is wrong to simplistically 

think that positive spillovers will create overinvestment and that 

negative spillovers will result in underinvestment. 



Positive spillovers that are important with rivals producing 

substitutes could lead to an underinvestment strategy, a result that has 

been noted in the context of advertising investments that create 

positive effects to others or of research and development expenditures. 

The overinvestment strategy has been publicized extensively in the 

literature : with substitutes it will prevail given negative or small 

positive spillovers. <9 > 

In the noncooperative equilibrium both firm in the duopoly market 

attempt to achieve an advantage by independent competitive moves. 

Overinvestment with substitute goods, for example, is a move directed at 

increasing the own market share and reducing that of the rival. But in 

the Nash equilibrium both rivals respond to this incentive and end up 

with larger output levels and unchanged (symmetric) shares. Perhaps it 

is not surprising then, that it could possibly be better for both firms 

if they were to commit to the open-loop strategies. And indeed one can 

find plausible examples of spillover levels and degrees of product 

differentiation for which the feedback profits vs are smaller than the 

open loop values V0
• 

This is, for instance, more likely to be the case, the smaller is 

the spillover term, at least if goods are substitutes (Brander and 

Spencer (1984) note this for zero spillovers). In these cases the 

overinvestment commitments are not so attractive and may hence be less 

descriptive of real world strategies than it would appear at first 

sight, since the open-loop commitments may be more profitable while they 

are time consistent as well. In this context the degree of product 

differentiation matters as well. The smaller that d is relative to b, 

(9) It can be shown that under price competition a similar dual taxonomy 
can be derived where with substitutable goods, overinvestment will 
prevail, as long as spillovers are not too negative. Similarly, 
complementary goods might lead to overinvestment situations at least 
with negative or not too large positive spillovers. 
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the more the goods are differentiated, the more likely it is that 

independent strategic moves will yield lower profits for the firms than 

an open-loop commitments' 10 >, 

The strategic investment incentive traps both players in a kind of 

prisonner's dilemma situation both firms would gain by simultaneously 

restraining their desire for a competitive move and sticking to the 

open-loop values. A move towards cooperation may of course even be 

better, a topic which is studied next. 

4. Cooperative equilibria. 

Since competitive moves tend to create negative or positive 

externalities for the other duopolist it is natural that the firms may 

seek ways to internalize those effects if such an effort allows to 

increase profitability. "Pre-competitive cooperation" means that firms 

may seek to coordinate there strategic investments, while continuing to 

choose independently their other (output) strategies. They may also 

seek to cooperate in all dimensions. The resulting equilibria will be 

discussed first, after which they will be fitted in the presented 

taxonomy. 

4.1. Pre-competitive cooperation 

This scenario only makes sense with a feedback information scenario. 

The firms perfectly anticipate the Nash equilibrium in the second stage 

output game that is given by the strategy rules of equation (5). The 

investment levels x~c are now chosen in order to maximize total profits 

(10) For example for p close to one, if d/b < .24 it follows that vs < 
vo. 
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v~ + V2, a natural objective given the assumed symmetry of the 

duopolists. They therefore solve the following equations : 

oq~ 

+ + - rx~ + + 0 (10) 
oq~ 

The cooperative choice of investments continues to look at the strategic 

effects on each of the firms, reflected in the strategic term (oTI~/oqj . 

8qj/8x~) discussed earlier (equation (7)). In addition it also 

incorporates the externality of such a move on the other firm, this 

captured by (OTij/oq~ . oq~/ox~ + OTij/ox~ = dTij/dx~) (equation (9). 

These externalities of the competitive move are being internalized in 

the cooperative scenario. The symmetric strategies and consequences are 

given in Table 1. 

The internalization that the cooperative choice of the investment 

achieves, results typically in higher profits than would result with 

independent competitive moves. Comparing the values given in Table 1 

allows to establish after some manipulation that : 

sign (2b~-d) 2 (11) 

Only in a razors edge case of spillovers for which all the previous 

equilibria coincide, will the profitability also be independent of the 

conduct. A comparison with the profits that result in open-loop Nash 

equilibria does not appear to give any broad general tendencies. 

4.2. Full cooperation. 

A cooperative choice of all strategies is the final scenario that is 

useful to look at, perhaps because it would be a· "natural" consequence 
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of a pre-competitive coordination. The choice of the strategies x~ec and 

q~ce to maximize total industry profits is now a decision theoretic 

instead of a game theoretic problem. The optimal values solve 

sv~ 8Vj 
+ 0 (12) 

8q~ 8q~ 

and 

8Vi 8Vj 8'1!~ 8'1Tj 
+ + - rx~ 0 for i=1,2 (13) 

8x~ 8x~ 8x~ 8x~ 

resulting in the symmetric values given in Table 1. <~~) 

The choice of investment with full cooperation differs from a 

partial cooperation scenario in that there are no benefits nor costs of 

a competitive move to be looked at. By comparing the equations (13) and 

(10) it can be seen that the complete cooperation does not look at the 

strategic and indirect effect of the investment. 

Firms have an interest in establishing full cooperation since 

profits will be higher than profits under investment coordination only : 

(14), 

which is positive as long as d is not equal to zero and 

( 15) ' 

so that vee will be larger than ve with goods not independent. 

(11) Note that cooperative ventures may be inclined to undertake pure 
cost increasing investments if they imply sufficiently large positive 
externalities on the other firms in the consortium. Pre-competitive 
cooperation would turn into 

(a-A) 

--------------- ' 
nc(2b+d) - (E+~) 

while full cooperation would 
(a-A) 

xcc = --------------- ' 
nee2(b+d) - (E+~) 

f(2b+d) 
nc = -------

2b(E+~) 

yield 
r 

nee 
(E+~) 

which gives positive output and investment levels as long as ~ is 
sufficiently positive to yield (E+~) > 0 if E<O. 
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The cooperative equilibrium investment levels can now be compared 

to their corresponding non-cooperative strategic and open-loop values 

and this for all cases distinguished in the taxonomy. 

5. Comparison of noncooperative and cooperative equilibria. 

As long as a competitive move makes a firm tough, that is as long as it 

inflicts a negative externality upon the other firm, the internalization 

of this effect in the pre-competitive cooperative scenario, should 

result in a smaller level of the investment than would result with 

competitive (Nash) strategic behavior. Likewise should a larger 

investment result from such coordination, if the independent moves were 

to inflict positive externalities, i. e. when they make firms so called 

soft. This intuition corresponds to general economic insights on 

externality market failures and is indeed correct in this framework, 

since it can easily be established from Table I and equation (9) : 

sign (2b[j-d) 

sign ,(d1Tj/dx;!.) 

(16) 

As indicated earlier the sign of the externality is not identical 

to the sign of the spillover. Note also that there is a razor's edge 

case with an "intermediate" level of the spillover ([j = d/2b) where the 

resource commitments with cooperation in investment are identical with 

the Nash values, a result which has emerged also in various technology 

race models (see Stewart (1983) for an example). 

Given some patience it is not to difficult to verify the 

comparison of strategies given in the following Table III. 
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d>O 

d<O 

d>O 

d<O 

Table III Comparison of investment strategies with output 
competition. 

INVESTMENT MAKES FIRMS : 

TOUGH SOFT 

d'lTj d'lTj 
--- < 0 --- > 0 
dx;~.. dx;~.. 

POSITIVE (OR ZERO) SPILLOVERS 

0 :s; f3 < d/(2b+d) d/(2b+d) < f3 < d/2b d/2b < f3 < 1 
-------------------------------------- ---------------xc<x 0 <x• 

xc<xcc<xo<xa xc<xc<xcc<xa xs<xo<xc<xcc 

f3 ~ 0 

---------------xc<xa<xc<xcc 

NEGATIVE SPILLOVERS 

f3 < 0 

--------------xC<XCC<xO<XB 

d d d d I< 2b+d > 2 d/(2b+d) 2 .... d .... 

--<f3<---- ----<(3<----------- ----------- <f3<1 0 < f3 < --
2b 2b+d 2b+d 2b(2b+d) 2 -d 3 2b(2b+d) 2 -d 3 2b 
------------------------------------------------ ------------xc<xs<xo<xcc xc<xcc<xa<xo xc<xs<xcc<xo xo<xs<xc<xcc 

.... 
f3 and d are valued in absolute terms 

The easiest to grasp are the earlier commented on relations 

between x 0 and xs (see (8)), between xc and xs (see (16)) and between 

xcc and xc (see 14)). Not surprisingly the comparison with the open-

loop strategies is more involved, since they in essence involve another 

information setting. Still as long as investment increases rival 

profits, for instance if the goods are strategic substitutes and 

spillovers are positive, full cooperation ensures the highest investment 

levels among all scenarios considered. Similarly, if there are negativ 
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externalities and both firms produce complementary goods, full 

cooperation again implies the highest investment levels. However, if 

investment is of the toughening kind involving positive externalities, 

with goods being strategic substitutes, cooperative scenarios restrain 

the investments, certainly if competition in output remains. 

Going further than comparing investment levels across cooperative 

and non-cooperative scenarios, the welfare implications of strategic and 

cooperative investment choices can be evaluated as well. 

6. Welfare implications. 

With welfare defined as the sum of consumer and producer surplus, the 

symmetric welfare maximizing investment and output levels can be 

computed, see Table I. This first best solution implies prices to be set 

equal to the marginal cost, which given the assumed constant returns to 

scale leaves no room to self finance the investment expenditures. 

Therefore it is also useful to look at the second-best levels that 

require the total producer surplus to be non-negative. A comparison of 

first and second best values reveals not surprisingly that x~s < x~, q~s 

< q~ and ~a < ~. 

The welfare levels that obtain in the noncooperative and 

cooperative scenarios can now be compared with the first and second best 

welfare levels. It is well known that the welfare implications of 

competitive moves are often difficult to grasp and to some extent this 

simple setting is no exception. A clearcut ranking of the welfare 

levels of all scenarios does not appear possible, although obviously all 

the elements have been given to make the comparisons, if parameter 

values were to be known. 
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In order to nevertheless obtain some tendencies, the comparisons 

are made for both consumer surplus (CS) and producer surplus (V). If a 

ranking of both magnitudes goes in the same direction, than a ranking of 

welfare levels is of course implicit, see Table IV. 

Table IV Performance ranking with strategic investments and quantity 
competition 

INVESTMENT MAKES FIRMS : 

TOUGH SOFT 

d'ITj d'!Tj 
--- < 0 --- > 0 
dx.1. dx.1. 

POSITIVE (OR ZERO) SPILLOVERS 

0 $ 13 < d/2b d/2b < 13 < 1 
d>O ----------------------- -----------------------

css>CS 0 >CSe>csee csee<cse>CS 0 >CS" 
va< ve< vee vee> vc> vs 

wee<wws<w- WW'>WW's>wec: we:> ws 

13 ~ 0 
d<O -----------------------csee>csc:>CS">CS 0 

vee> vc:> vs< vo 
WW'>WW's>wee> we:> ws 

NEGATIVE SPILLOVERS 

13 < 0 
d>O -----------------------CS .. >CS 0 >CSe>csce 

vs< vo< ve< vee 
wee<w-a<w-

I d l/2b < 1131 < 1 0 < 113 I < I d l/2b 
d<O ----------------------- -----------------------CS 0 >CS 8 >CSe<csc:e csee>cSe>CSs>CS 0 

va< ve< vee vee> ve> vs 
we< wee<w-a<w- WW'>WW'a>wee> we> ws 

Note that v-ws=o and v-<o. 

With goods being substitutes, consumers gain the most under 

strategic non-cooperative investment choices and the least under full 
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cooperation, at least if externalities are negative such that 

competitive moves result in overinvestment. If the latter is not the 

case, i.e. if there are important positive spillovers, a strategic non

cooperative investment yields the lowest output and thus consumer 

surplus. 

If the firms produce complements, again the extent of spillovers 

determines which scenario is most favorable for the customers. With 

negative externalities out of negative spillovers, the open-loop non

cooperative investment scenario is the most favorable; if investments 

generate positive externalities, a full cooperative scenario leads to 

the highest consumer surplus. 

In general, whether goods are substitutes or complements, and 

whether spillovers are negative or positive, as long as there are 

positive externalities which will be internalised in a cooperative 

setting, a cartel need not be to the detriment of the consumers, since 

cooperating firms, internalising these spillovers, will invest more 

inducing larger output levels (see also d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) 

for similar observations). If however, there are negative 

externalities, higher investment levels reduce rival profits, and a 

cooperative investment scenario would always result in the lowest 

consumer surplus. 

Whereas consumer welfare comparisons are easily established, 

producer surplus and total welfare is less clearcut. Only a limited 

number of cases can be clearly distinguished. If there are positive 

externalities, a pre-competitive cooperation yields higher total welfare 

for consumers as well as producers than a non-cooperative strategic 

investment setting, whether goods are substitutes or complements and 

spillovers are positive or negative. With goods being complements, it 

can furthermore be established that full cooperation yields a higher 
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total welfare than a pre-competitive cooperation, which in turn yields 

higher welfare levels than a non-cooperative strategic scenario. 

If specific parameter values are filled out, further comparisons 

are possible. E.g. if technology generates no spillovers, and firms 

produce perfectly substitutable goods, strategic investment yields a 

higher welfare than non-strategic despite the former's lower profits. 

7. Conclusions. 

The taxonomy of situations leading firms to strategically over- or 

underinvest in sunk variables such as research and development or 

advertising, is reexamined to take into account externalities which 

typically accompany these investment patterns. The influence of 

positive or negative spillovers on rival firms, on the optimal level of 

strategic commitment in higher levels of investments is analyzed, where 

through the use of quadratic objective functions explicit solutions can 

be computed, as well as implications for profits and welfare. 

Whereas situations of small or negative spillovers facilitates a 

strategic overinvestment outcome, the presence of important positive 

spillovers implying positive externalities, might switch the optimal 

commitment strategy into underinvesting, al least where quantity is the 

decision variable and goods are strategic substitutes, where the reverse 

holds for complements. 

Situations of strategic overinvestments do not necessarily imply 

that commitment leads to higher producer surplus. With all firms in the 

industry choosing investment levels strategically, overinvestment 

commitments may not always be so attractive and could even trap firms 

into lower levels of profitability, which is the case for instance for 

small levels of positive spillovers or with strongly differentiated 
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products. In this case, firms would gain by simultaneously restraining 

their desire for a competitive move. 

Pre-competitive cooperation changes the strategic underinvestment 

that prevails under substitutable goods into a situation of 

overinvestment in the sunk variables creating these positive 

externalities, and this in comparison to the noncooperative open loop 

game. 

into 

Similarly strategic overinvestment situations are transformed 

lower cooperative investments, restricting the negative 

externalities on rival firms. 

A comparison of welfare levels across the various scenarios 

distinguished in the taxonomy, shows, among others, that not only 

producers but also consumers are sure to gain from a cooperative 

setting, as long as the presence of spillovers leads to competitive 

moves with positive externalities. With quadratic payoff functions the 

latter will tend to occur with important spillovers among substitute 

producers as well as among producers of complements investing with 

positive spillovers or with negative spillovers but of small absolute 

value. 
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